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1.

In her conclusion, Morgan muses on her own
study and what contributions she believes it has
made to the current debate about national identi‐
ty. She argues that "this book certainly casts doubt
on the high politics/government model. It suggests
that national identity should be understood in
terms of everyday images and rituals to do with
landscape, religion, food and drink, recreation,
manners, liberty, language and history" (p. 219). I
would agree. Morgan's extensive study of more
than 160 travel journals, diaries, accounts, and
guidebooks representing travelers from all cor‐
ners of Britain (she includes biographical infor‐
mation on eighty of them in an appendix),
presents a convincing argument that a high poli‐
tics model is not sufficient to explain the constitu‐
tive elements of national identity. Nor is it possi‐
ble any longer, as Morgan demonstrates, to speak
of a single British identity, or to argue that nation‐
al identities are a purely modern invention. Na‐
tional Identities and Travel in Victorian Britain
must be added to the list of significant contribu‐
tions to the field of nation studies.
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